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Abstract

Query-focused multi-document summarization (Qf-MDS) is a sub-task of automatic

text summarization that aims to extract a substitute summary from a document cluster

of the same topic and based on a user query. Unlike other summarization tasks, Qf-

MDS has specific research challenges including the differences and similarities across

related document sets, the high degree of redundancy inherent in the summaries cre-

ated from multiple related sources, relevance to the given query, topic diversity in the

produced summary and the small source-to-summary compression ratio. In this work,

we propose a semantic diversity feature based query-focused extractive summarizer

(SDbQfSum) built on powerful text semantic representation techniques underpinned

with Wikipedia commonsense knowledge in order to address the query-relevance, cen-

trality, redundancy and diversity challenges. Specifically, a semantically parsed docu-

ment text is combined with knowledge-based vectorial representation to extract

effective sentence importance and query-relevance features. The proposed monolin-

gual summarizer is evaluated on a standard English dataset for automatic query-

focused summarization tasks, that is, the DUC2006 dataset. The obtained results show

that our summarizer outperforms most state-of-the-art related approaches on one or

more ROUGE measures achieving 0.418, 0.092 and 0.152 in ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2,

and ROUGE-SU4 respectively. It also attains competitive performance with the slightly

outperforming system(s), for example, the difference between our system's result and

best system in ROUGE-1 is just 0.006. We also found through the conducted experi-

ments that our proposed custom cluster merging algorithm significantly reduces infor-

mation redundancy while maintaining topic diversity across documents.

K E YWORD S

query-focused summarization, query-relevance, semantic role labeling, sentence centrality,
sentence similarity

1 | INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, unstructured textual data is the dominant component of big data, as can be noticed from electronic news outlets, social media plat-

forms, online customer product/service reviews, exchanged emails, electronic magazines, journals, books, and so forth. Although, all these form a
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rich information and raw data source, it will be unlikely for the readers to effectively go through and make use of all this textual information with-

out some form of automated management systems. This is why text summarization technologies are more widely needed than ever before. Summari-

zation is a sub-task of natural language processing (NLP), a branch of AI that studies the development of computer systems for understanding human

languages. It aims to reduce source text documents to brief substitute summaries that either answer a user question or retain the gist of the document.

Text summarization can be briefly classified on various bases. To start with, we can differentiate between extractive and abstractive

summarization approaches based on the purpose of the summary to be produced. Extraction-based approaches are the dominant and most well-

established ones, although, abstraction-based methods have recently started to achieve some success with the growth of neural based summari-

zation (Gupta & Gupta, 2019). In extractive summarization, document contents, for example, sentences, are scored and ranked on the basis of

some predefined salient indicators. Top ranked sentences, up to a given threshold, are then extracted as the summary. Depending on the source

input text, we distinguish two summarization tasks: single document summarization (SDS), and multi-document summarization (MDS). In addition, if

the purpose of generating a summary from an input document is to gain the gist or the overall meaning of that document, then the respective

method is called generic or topic-focused summarization. If the summary is to answer a user information need or a given question (query), it is

called a query-focused summarization. This study falls in the category of extractive query-focused multi-document summarization as the developed

approach is meant to answer complex user queries in the form of summaries extracted from related document sets.

Research on text summarization has achieved good progress in methods, applications, and languages since Luhn's pioneering work in 1958

(Luhn, 1958), but significant number of challenges still exist in the field to produce meaningful, coherent, easily readable summaries (El-Kassas

et al., 2021). And unlike SDS (based on single source document), MDS (based on several related documents) has a number of additional challenges

associated with it. This includes the differences and similarities across related document clusters, the high degree of redundancy inherent in

extracts created from multiple sources, and the small source-to-summary compression ratio. This study attempts to address some of these chal-

lenges by investigating the following key research questions.

1. What are the current challenges and limitations in extractive multi-document summarization, and how can we address them? This is discussed

in sections 3 & 4 of this paper.

2. Can the topic diversity of a multi-document summary be improved by reducing the information overlap at the pre-processing and summary

extraction stages? This is addressed in Section 4 and the experiment part of this paper.

3. Will the use of text semantic representation methods produce reliable features for scoring document sentences and establishing query rele-

vance? This is addressed in Section 6 of this manuscript.

Especially, we propose a query-focused summarization framework built on effective text semantic representation techniques and a diversity

principle in this paper. The framework uses the entire Wikipedia database as an external knowledge. Specifically, we apply a diversity-based

approach to retrieve diverse concepts in the query reply summary, and semantic analysis techniques to enrich and improve sentence (and query)

scoring features. The work is partially motivated by the improvements in measuring short text semantic similarities in our previous Wikipedia

graph based single and multi-document text summarization approach (Mohamed, 2016; Mohamed & Oussalah, 2019). Besides, relevant literature

confirms that using language semantics has the potential for building improved summarization approaches, which provides motivation for further

research investigation in this area (Nenkova & McKeown, 2012). This study aims to contribute to uncovering some of the query-focused summari-

zation challenges, such as information redundancy, query-relevance, and topic coverage using enriched sentence importance, feature diversity,

and Wikipedia lexical database. More specifically, the contributions of this paper are threefold:

1. First, we adopt a two-stage diversity technique, a custom cluster merging method and maximal marginal relevance (MMR) algorithm, to

address information redundancy, query-relevance, and topic centrality challenges inherent in multi-document summarization tasks.

2. Second, we use semantic representation techniques to extract effective sentence features for modeling query-relevance, sentence centrality,

and diversity factors.

3. Third, we employ extracted semantic features to implement a semantic diversity feature based query-focused summarizer (SDbQfSum), which

we evaluated on DUC2006 dataset.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present research objectives and related works. Sections 4 and 5 briefly intro-

duce the applied diversity and semantic analysis and representation techniques. Detailed description of the proposed summarization approach,

and its experimental evaluation are discussed in sections 6 and 7, respectively. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section 8.

2 | RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

While text summarization is a difficult task in general, generating a summary that effectively answers a user question from multiple related docu-

ments is even more complex in several ways. This includes (i) making the extracted summary relevant to the user question both lexically and
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semantically (query-relevance); (ii) ensuring that all opinions expressed in the different documents are represented in the produced summary (cov-

erage); (iii) Eliminating (or minimizing) information repetitions from the various source documents in the length restricted synopsis (diversity).

In this work, we use proven and effective semantic analysis and representation methods to address proceeding challenges and design a

query-focused summarizer. Extracting the underlying meaning of the text is intended to create useful sentence semantic features for capturing

the aforementioned relevance, coverage and diversity aspects. The overall proposed summarization approach is technically described throughout

this paper. The consideration of these factors underpinned with text semantic features and Wikipedia knowledge have improved the query-

focused summarization, as shown in the presented experimental evaluation. In a nutshell, the specific objectives of this paper are as follows:

1. To extend our SRL-ESA Wikipedia based approach (Mohamed & Oussalah, 2019) to query-focused redundancy aware summarization built on

text semantic features and summary diversity principles.

2. To develop a two-staged diversity technique that includes a document cluster merging approach in the preprocessing stage and MMR-like

method in the sentence ranking and summary extraction stages.

3. To validate the proposed query-focused summarization on a benchmark dataset (DUC2006) with a comparison to state-of-the-art methods.

3 | RELATED WORKS

Overall, any extractive summarization task undergoes three essential steps: intermediate representation of the source text, document content

scoring (e.g., sentences), and selection of the highest scored contents as a summary (Nenkova & McKeown, 2012). Some of the most widely used

document representation techniques for identifying salient content in text summarization task include semantic approaches (Bidoki et al., 2020;

Mohamed & Oussalah, 2019), knowledge-based methods (Abdi et al., 2017; Mohamed & Oussalah, 2015), graph-based techniques (Canhasi &

Kononenko, 2014; Mohamed & Oussalah, 2019), feature-driven approaches (Mutlu et al., 2019; Ouyang et al., 2011), and diversity-based

methods (Binwahlan et al., 2010; Gambhir & Gupta, 2017; Luo et al., 2013). With some differences in wording and terminology, query-focused

text summarization systems have been widely framed in the literature using the concepts of relevance, coverage and novelty with diversity aware-

ness (Binwahlan et al., 2010; Carbonell & Goldstein, 1998; Luo et al., 2013; Mohamed & Oussalah, 2015). These factors (novelty, diversity & cov-

erage) are also used in several other related research areas, for instance, ranking recommended items of recommendation systems (Zangerle &

Bauer, 2022; Zehlike et al., 2022), retrieving documents in an information retrieval system (Meng & Shen, 2018), and so forth.

Carbonell and Goldstein (1998) proposed the pioneering MMR algorithm for maximising diversity and minimising redundancy in automatically

generated summaries. In other words, their algorithm simultaneously ensures that the produced summary sentences are highly query-relevant,

cover distinct concepts in the source document, and minimise redundancy. Relevant literature confirms the effectiveness of the MMR algorithm

for query-based summarization tasks (Murray et al., 2005; Verberne et al., 2020). The MMR algorithm and its derivatives have been widely

adopted and/or used in text summarization tasks for the same purpose (Binwahlan et al., 2010; Mohamed & Oussalah, 2015; Verberne

et al., 2020). For example, Verberne et al. (2020) proposed a comparison of two automatic summarization methods for discussion threads: a super-

vised query-independent approach built on post features, and an unsupervised MMR-based method constructed using query-dependent features.

Although, MMR has been previously acknowledged to be a successful method for query-focused conversation summarization, authors of this par-

ticularly study found that the method based on post features outperforms the MMR-based method (Murray et al., 2005; Verberne et al., 2020).

This has been attributed to the fact that the MMR algorithm is an unsupervised approach compared to the supervised post-feature approach. In

addition, Binwahlan et al. (2010) introduced a modified version of the MMRalgorithm called Maximum Marginal Importance (MMI) for generic

summarization. Their diversity-based summarization method is built on a range of sentence features including sentence centrality and similarity

with title/first sentence. Other less common methods of managing redundancy in multi-document summarization include sentence similarity mea-

sures (Alguliev et al., 2013; Mosa et al., 2019). Besides, modeling sentence importance based on semantic relevance was also found to improve

summarization (Wang et al., 2016)

The use of different semantic representation methods for extractive text summarization has been growing recently (Abdi et al., 2017; Bedi

et al., 2022; Bidoki et al., 2020; El-Kassas et al., 2021). These semantic summarization methods consist of several loosely classified categories.

They include approaches based on semantics derived from linguistic knowledge, such as the work of Abdi et al. (2017) who proposed a query-

focused summarization model using a combination of word semantic relations and syntactic composition to identify key document sentences. In

particular, their system uses a graph representation of documents whose nodes are linked by the sentence semantic similarities with WordNet-

assisted word expansion. Besides, Bedi et al. (2022) proposed an unsupervised extractive summarizer based on semantic similarity and key-phrase

extraction, which was applied to biomedical datatset for validation. Distributional approaches such as explicit semantic analysis (ESA) and latent

semantic analysis (LSA) have been successfully employed in text summarization tasks as well (Al-Sabahi et al., 2018; Nenkova & McKeown, 2012;

Ozsoy et al., 2011). Examples of summarization proposals built on distributional semantics include the works of Ozsoy et al. (2011) and Al-Sabahi

et al. (2018) both of whom suggested LSA based summarization approaches for Turkish and Arabic languages respectively. ESA is a less common

approach but has been pioneered by a few previous works, including that of Sankarasubramaniam et al. (2014) which uses the algorithm to
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represent the meaning of words. The approach has also been adopted in our previous work for generic single and multi-document summarization

(Mohamed & Oussalah, 2019). Another class of semantic summarizers refer to methods built on word semantic vectors, which underpins the

recent boom in neural based summarization (Bidoki et al., 2020; Dong, 2018).

In this study, we use the strengths of text semantic representations to model a diversity-aware query-focused summarizer using a set of rele-

vance, centrality and novelty features. The semantic representation techniques used in this paper (i.e., semantic role labelling and explicit semantic

analysis) have been used together for the first time in our previous work (Mohamed & Oussalah, 2019). While the SRL-ESA combination is re-used

in this study, there are some important differences between the preceding and current research works. Especially, the semantic representations

were used in (Mohamed & Oussalah, 2019) to improve document similarity for generic graph-based single and multi-document summarization

tasks via enhancing the measurement and computation of sentence semantic similarities. However, the semantic techniques were applied to a dif-

ferent summarization task (i.e., query-focused) in this work with the objective of extracting improved text semantic features. In other words, this

study builds on the previous work in adopting the SRL-ESA Wikipedia-based method to realize a query-focused redundancy aware summarization

model built on text semantic features and summary diversity principle.

4 | HANDLING THE DIVERSITY CHALLENGE

The term diversity, in the context of text summarization, refers to the reduction of redundancy and inclusion of the largest number of distinct

concepts in the produced summary. In other words, it attempts to select non-redundant dissimilar summary sentences, based on combined

feature functions of query-relevance and summary diversity. Information novelty and redundancy avoidance are two primary challenges in

multi-document summarization, as a single summary is sought from different documents that describe the same topic. Especially, the process

of summarising a cluster of articles creates such challenges, primarily due to the effect of merging different descriptions of the same con-

cepts usually authored by different writers on various news sources. To tackle these challenges, several approaches have been suggested.

This includes the use of sentence similarity (Alguliev et al., 2013; Mosa et al., 2019), MMR-like reasoning and its derivatives (Binwahlan

et al., 2010; Carbonell & Goldstein, 1998; Gambhir & Gupta, 2017), or clustering algorithm-based approaches (Alguliyev et al., 2019; Ferreira

et al., 2014). In this work, we employ a two-staged diversity technique, a novel document cluster merging approach in the preprocessing

stage, and MMR-like reasoning algorithm in the summary ranking and extraction stage (Carbonell & Goldstein, 1998; Mohamed &

Oussalah, 2019).

4.1 | Merging document clusters

This technique was first designed and used in our previous work on generic graph-based text summarization (Mohamed & Oussalah, 2019) for

mitigating the redundancy challenge. It is a simple algorithm that works as follows. Firstly, source document clusters to be summarised are merged

together to form a single flattened document for each cluster, while arranging its sentence corpus in the order of the source documents' timeline.

Secondly, an iterative algorithm for removing similar sentences is applied to exclude repeated information. This is achieved by computing the simi-

larity of each sentence with the other cluster sentences and removing those which are highly similar to it. The result is a unified cluster document

with minimized content repetition.

Formally speaking, if D¼fD1,D2,D3,…,DMg is a set of M documents on the same topic to be summarised, we join all sentences of the docu-

ment set getting a flattened cluster, C¼fs1,s2,s3,s4,s4,s4,…,sng, where n is the total number of cluster sentences. Next, cluster sentences, si , i=1

to n, are filtered in order to reduce each cluster of very similar sentences to a single sentence. For illustrative purpose, assume that sentence

one (s1) in Figure 1 is compared to the rest of the cluster sentences and is found to be highly similar to sentences 6, 8 & 12 (thick lines). To reduce

the redundancy, the algorithm drops these highly overlapping sentences in their meaning and reduces the cluster to the single source sentence

against which the rest were compared (sentence 1 in this case). In other words, the filtering process iterates over the cluster sentences and for-

wardly keeps the current one to be included in the resulting unified non-redundant k cluster sentences with the result of eliminating (n�k, n≥ k)

sentences from the corpus at the end.

4.2 | Maximum marginal relevance

Maximum Marginal Relevance or MMR is an algorithm designed to minimize information redundancy while maximizing diversity in text summari-

zation and information retrieval (Carbonell & Goldstein, 1998). It enables the inclusion of diverse concepts and opinions from the source

document(s) in the extracted summary by maximizing summary diversity and query relevance at the same time. Maximum marginal relevance in

the query-focused summarization context means a sentence is very relevant to the user-query and does not repeat information already included

4 of 20 MOHAMED ET AL.
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in the summary. Intuitively, devising an anti-redundancy mechanism with restricted summary length (as required for the DUC2006 and other

datasets) can be perceived to entail diversity in text summarization. Equation (1) provides a formal mathematical definition of the MMR algorithm.

MMRðSC, Q, R, SumÞ¼ arg
Si � RjSum

max½λSim1ðSi ,QÞ�ð1� λÞ max
Sj � Sum

Sim2ðSi ,SjÞ� ð1Þ

The first and the second functions of the right hand side in (1) are for the query-relevance and dissimilarity maximisation respectively, SC rep-

resents cluster sentences; Q denotes the query; R is the list of scored and ranked sentences, Sum indicates the sentences already selected from R

for summary; RjSum is the remaining unselected sentences in R, while Sim1 and Sim2 are the applied similarity functions. The λ parameter in the

equation is a factor used to weight the contribution of each of the two components in the combined MMR similarity formula. With λ¼1, the mea-

sure calculates the strength of the maximum query-relevance, and the maximal sentence diversity with λ¼0. Besides, one can use λ values

between 0 and 1 to strike the right balance between relevance and diversity.

5 | APPLIED SEMANTIC ANALYSIS METHODS

5.1 | Semantic role labeling

Semantic role labeling (aka SRL) is a method for parsing short texts such as sentences. It recognizes the semantic role that each word in a sentence

occupies with respect to its predicate verb(s). The semantic roles (aka frame elements) form the building blocks of a semantic frame, and word

meanings are defined in relation to semantic frames. Several well-established manually annotated lexical databases, including FrameNet (Baker

et al., 1998) and Probank (Fillmore & Baker, 2012), are specifically created for linking semantic frames to word meanings. Investigation into the

development of automatic semantic role labeling systems has been a recently growing NLP researched topic (He et al., 2017). One of the

pioneering works in automatic sentence semantic parsing was proposed by Gildea and Jurafsky (2002). Their algorithm was built on a statistical

classifier trained on annotated data from FrameNet. Likewise, Collobert et al. (2011) recently proposed a multi-task deep learning based system

designed for different NLP predictions such as part-of-speech tagging, chunking, named entity recognition, and semantic role labelling. Their

prediction models were designed such that they learn from large, predominantly un-annotated, training data. The outcome of this work was

open-source software, called SENNA, which we used for predicting frame elements in our work. SENNA's unique strengths include high speed

performance and minimal computational requirements. In essence, SRL identifies all argument terms that fill semantic roles for sentence predicate

F IGURE 1 Merging cluster documents with redundancy removal.
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verb(s) and assigns their corresponding semantic role tags. The semantic parsing with SRL can be useful in extracting information on who did what

to whom, when, where and why, as demonstrated in Example 1.

Example 1. Reports suggest that vaccines may not protect against new COVID-19 variants.

Figure 2 demonstrates the sentence in Example 1 parsed with the Lund Semantic Role Labeler*. The SRL parser identifies the sentence predi-

cate verbs and associated arguments. There are two groups of SRL agruments: Core semantic arguments, for example, Agent (subject), Theme

(direct object), Instrument, and so on; and non-core (aka adjunctive) arguments, for example, Purpose, Location, Temporal, Negation, Manner,

Extent, Cause, and so forth. Table 1 shows the list of semantic role arguments and their associated tags. The figure shows that the sentence has

two predicate verbs: suggest and protect, and hence, two semantic frames. As in Table 2, the suggest predicate verb has two semantic role argu-

ments: subject (reports) and object (that vaccines may not protect against new COVID-19 variants). On the other hand, the semantic role-set of the

protect predicate includes object (vaccines), indirect object (against new COVID-19 variants), and two adjunctive arguments: model verb (may) and

negation (not).

5.2 | Explicit semantic analysis

Explicit Semantic Analysis (aka ESA) is a knowledge-based vector representation of text for computing semantic relatedness proposed by

Gabrilovich and Markovitch (Gabrilovich & Markovitch, 2009). The algorithm translates words in a text to concept vectors extracted from

Wikipedia on the assumption that the encyclopedia articles represent linguistic concepts, that is, mapping of text terms to their corresponding

concepts is in this context perceived as meaning representation. Technically, the ESA algorithm is used to represent input texts by building an

inverted index of weighted Wikipedia concepts using its entire corpus. This is achieved by iterating over each term in a text and interpreting it to

its accommodating natural concepts. Precisely, the semantic relatedness of any two short texts is calculated by comparing their translated concept

vectors using cosine similarity. Figure 3 provides a high level illustration of the explicit semantic analysis method. That is, the semantic relatedness

of two sentences, say, Sentence1 and Sentence2 boils down to the following. First, it calls the semantic interpreter over each token of either

Sentence1 or Sentence2 iteratively. Second, it retrieves its corresponding entry from the inverted index. Third, using the Wikipedia lexical database,

F IGURE 2 Example 1 semantically parsed with SRL.

TABLE 1 Semantic role arguments and associated labels.

Core arguments Non-core arguments

Label Modifier Label Modifier

V Verb AM-DIR Direction

A0 Subject AM-ADV Adverb

A1 Object AM-LOC Location

A2 Indirect object AM-TMP Temporal marker

A3 Start point AM-MNR Manner

A4 End point AM-DIS Discourse marker

A5 Direction AM-PRP Purpose

— — AM-NEG Negation

— — AM-EXT Extent

— — AM-PNC Proper noun

— — AM-MOD Model verb

6 of 20 MOHAMED ET AL.
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we represent the term semantics by the corresponding TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) weighted concept vector inferred

from Wikipedia.

More formally, let T¼wiði¼1 to mÞ be the input text and let Kwi

�!
be the inverted index entry for token wi , where Kwi quantifies the strength

of the association between wi and the Wikipedia concept set CS¼fc1,c2,…,cNg. Therefore, the semantic interpretation for T is represented by

the vector V¼ ½v1,v2,…,vN�, where vjðj¼1 to NÞ evaluates the connection between concept cj and the text T, and is defined asP
wi � Ttf:idfwi ∗Kwi . Using the TF-IDF, each word of T can be assigned the weight:

tf:id fðw,aÞ¼ tfw ,a � log N
nw

ð2Þ

The tfw ,d in Equation (2) stands for the term frequency of word w in Wikipedia article a, nw denotes the number of articles containing w, and N is

the number of Wikipedia articles (English). The ESA algorithm computes the semantic relatedness from Wikipedia concept vectors representing

the words of text T. Therefore, the semantic relatedness SemRelðS1,S2Þ of the sentences S1 and S2 is computed by performing the cosine similarity

on their respective semantic interpretation vectors V1 and V2 as in Equation (3).

SemRelðS1,S2Þ¼ V1:V2

kV1kkV2k ð3Þ

6 | PROPOSED SEMANTIC-BASED QUERY-FOCUSED TEXT SUMMARIZATION MODEL

In the context of this paper, the problem of query-focused multi-document summarization can be defined as follows. Given a set of related docu-

ments (Ci) each merged to form N sentences, Ci ¼fs1,s2,s3,…,sNg, the aim is to obtain a subset summary Sum (Sum⊆Ci) which is query relevant

(QR), optimises the scoring function Fi, and has the maximum cluster coverage ðmCCiÞ;S¼ a
i
rgmaxfFij si is query relevant with mCCig. The detailed

formulation of the query relevance ðmCCiÞ will be provided in the next subsections. Figure 4 shows an illustration of the proposed query-focused

summarization model involving three main components, which are briefly described below.

1. Pre-processing and semantic parsing: This element of the system (top left of Figure 4) turns the raw textual data into semantic representa-

tions. It takes a set of related documents and user queries as inputs and produces their semantic representations. It includes diversification

F IGURE 3 Computing sentence semantic relatedness with ESA algorithm.

TABLE 2 Verb-argument pairs for the case of Figure 2.

Arguments/Verbs Protect Suggest

A0 Reports —

A1 That vaccines… Vaccines

A2 — Against new COVID-19 variants

AM-MOD — May

AM-NEG Not —

MOHAMED ET AL. 7 of 20
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(merging with redundancy removal, see Section 4.1) of each document cluster associated with a single topic to form one cluster document.

Then, pre-processing is applied to the merged multi-documents and queries, followed by SRL-based semantic argument grouping. The pre-

processing step involves applying standard NLP tasks such as document segmentation, sentence tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, word

stemming and removing noise words. Besides, the purpose of the semantic parsing is to identify the semantic frames and their arguments

while the semantic argument grouping is intended to collect all argument terms of the same semantic role in a sentence and link them to their

modifier (cf. Figure 5).

2. Construction of wikipedia index: As alluded to, the summarization framework proposed in this paper relies on Wikipedia database as the

external knowledge for the conceptual expansion of the text present in the experimental data. To this end, the entire English Wikipedia corpus

is used to construct an inverted index file (top right of Figure 4) built with the adaptation of Apache Lucene Library†. The resulting inverted

index file is what provides the mapping of the argument terms to the corresponding Wikipedia concepts using the ESA algorithm

(Gabrilovich & Markovitch, 2009) as explained in Section 5.2.

3. Summarization pipeline tasks: After the preparation of semantic role-argument pairs along with the creation of a look up database for

Wikipedia concepts, the implementation proceeds to the next phase. This stage comprises of core summarization tasks (bottom of Figure 4),

which we discuss in the following sections. This multi-staged realization of the summarization system achieves a number of goals simulta-

neously. First, it enables efficient semantic representation of sentence texts with grouped semantic role-arguments for feature extraction. Sec-

ond, it links document concepts to external common sense knowledge in Wikipedia for capturing meaning beyond the text, while achieving

diversity in the produced summary at the same time. This step includes the application of the MMR algorithm for summary extraction, re-

ranking and redundancy mitigation.

F IGURE 4 Proposed semantic diversity feature based query-focused summarization system (SDbQfSum).

8 of 20 MOHAMED ET AL.
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6.1 | The semantic similarity measure

A core component of the proposed summarization approach is the computation of the semantic similarity for query-relevance, sentence impor-

tance and redundancy avoidance. Improving text similarity measure is found to be an important driver of any future advances in extractive sum-

marization (Mehta & Prasenjit, 2018). To measure the similarity between sentences (or query and sentences), cluster merging (Section 4.1) and

several other standard NLP tasks were performed, for example, sentence splitting, and so forth. This is followed with the semantic representation

of each sentence by applying SRL (Section 5.1) with the goal of classifying semantic frames and associated arguments. An example of highly

semantically related sentences highlighted in (Mohamed & Oussalah, 2019) is re-used here (Example 2) for illustration purposes only.

Example 2. S1: FIFA was accused of corruption.

S2: FIFA was officially investigated for corruption.

The application of SRL enables the identification of sentence predicate verbs. In the above example, every sentence has one predicate verb

(semantic frame), that is, accuse in S1 and investigate in S2. Arguments of each semantic frame are grouped according to their semantic role to the

main verb. Table 3 shows that the semantic parsing identified three common arguments (i.e., A1, A2, & AM-MNR) in the two sentences.

For simplicity, assume that we have two sentences S1 and S2, and each has a single semantic frame, that is, f1 and f2. Next, let

R1 ¼fr1,r2,…, rkg and R2 ¼fr1, r2,…,rlg be the semantic roles linked with the semantic frames f1 and f2, respectively, where k, and l show the

corresponding argument numbers. To compute the similarity between S1 and S2, we pair the shared semantic roles, Rc ¼fr1, r2,…, rpg, found in

both sentences and exclude all other frame roles from similarity measurement. This follows the conjuncture that sentence-to-sentence semantic

similarity can be more accurately measured by comparing the arguments of matching semantic frames. Having detected all common semantic

roles, we next construct role-term vectors, TV¼fWV1i,WV2i ,…,WVpig, corresponding to paired common semantic roles Rc as in Table 4.

F IGURE 5 Sentence semantic similarity using SRL-ESA based approach.

MOHAMED ET AL. 9 of 20
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The table lists pre-processed normalized argument terms of the shared semantic frames. The argument terms are then mapped to

corresponding Wikipedia concepts with the help of the pre-built inverted index file (see Section 5.2). In other words, the role-argument terms

(Table 4) are translated to a table of Wikipedia concept vectors. For example, if WVij denotes the argument terms of semantic role i in sentence j,

we create CVij, the weighed vector of Wikipedia concepts from WVij. For illustration purpose, Table 5 lists the first five Wikipedia concepts asso-

ciated with the argument term investigated along with their unique Wikipedia IDs and TF-IDF scores.

Finally, the semantic similarity between S1 and S2 is calculated using these fill-in Wikipedia concepts. Formally, the argument terms of all

semantic roles found in both sentences, (r1,…, rp, p¼ number of shared roles) are converted to their semantically linked Wikipedia concept vectors,

fCV11,…,CVi1g and fCV12,…,CVi2g. Then, the semantic similarity between S1 and S2 is computed as their average role similarities (RSim). This can

be mathematically expressed as in Equation (4).

Simsrl�esaðS1,S2Þ¼1
p

Xp
i¼1

RSimðCV1i,CV2iÞ ð4Þ

The entity RSimðCV1i,CV2iÞ is computed using individual concepts representing the original argument terms as formulated in (5). In Equation (5),

wcj1 represents the tf ∗ idf weight of jth term with respect to its corresponding concept from argument role i of sentence 1, while wcj2 is the tf ∗ idf

weight of term j with respect to its corresponding concept from argument role i of sentence 2.

RSimðCV1i ,CV2iÞ¼
P

j¼1wcj1 ∗wcj2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
j¼1wc

2
j1

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
j¼1wc

2
j2

q ð5Þ

Figure 5 provides a high-level demonstration of the SRL-ESA based approach for estimating the semantic similarity between sentences S1

and S2. The figure distinguishes four distinct stages with the assumption of three shared roles. In the first stage, the semantic parsing using

TABLE 3 Tokenization and semantic parsing of the sentences in Example 2.

S1 predicates and semantic arguments S2 predicates and semantic arguments

Terms Predicates Role tags Terms Predicates Role tags

FIFA — A1 FIFA — A1

was — 0 was — 0

accused Accused V officially — AM-MNR

of — B-A2 investigated Investigated S-V

corruption — E-A2 for — B-A2

— — — corruption — E-A2

TABLE 4 Role-term vectors: shared semantic frames/roles with associated term vectors.

Role (Arg.) label S1 argument terms (WVi1) S2 argument terms (WVi2)

V Accuse Investigate

A1 FIFA FIFA

A2 Corruption Corruption

TABLE 5 The first five Wikipedia concepts for the argument term: Investigated.

Wikipedia ID# Concepts TF*IDF weight

3634121 Investigative reporters and editors 0.5345

11917620 United States house energy subcommittee on oversight and investigations 0.4757

11676740 Crime & investigation network 0.4589

43032911 Special investigations 0.4502

5236980 Criminal investigation 0.4202
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semantic role labelling is applied to the two inputted sentences generating semantically tagged/parsed sentences. In the second phase, we iden-

tify the sentence predicate verbs and their associated semantic role-sets. The third step selects the arguments of common semantic roles and dis-

cards unshared roles. Next, grouped argument terms are translated to the corresponding Wikipedia concepts in the last stage. Finally, the actual

similarity between the two sentences is computed from the representative Wikipedia concepts using cosine similarity measure.

6.2 | Assessing sentence importance and query-relevance

The proposed Qf-MDS framework is underpinned with a combination of nine features to assess the importance and query-relevance of document

sentences for summary inclusion. As shown in Table 6, the summarizer is built on two types of scoring features: query-dependent and query-

independent. The features are selected to ensure the consideration of both query-relevance and coverage of the concepts expressed in the docu-

ments' sentences before they are scored, ranked, and selected for summary inclusion.

6.2.1 | Query-dependent features

The five different features presented in the first column of Table 6 are used to determine query-relevance and capture semantic and lexical simi-

larity information between the cluster queries and sentences. The Query Cosine Similarity and Query Terms Overlap features are specifically used

to design a baseline summarizer in addition to being part of the overall features. The two important and core query-relevance scoring features

built on the SRL-ESA similarity measure (see Section 6.1) are the Query Similarity and Title Similarity. These five query-dependent features are

briefly defined below.

1. Query Similarity (QS) (or equivalently, Query relevance (QR)) is the heart of any query-focused summarization task. It is measured in terms of sen-

tences' semantic relatedness with the given query by defining the semantic association between knowledge-based concept vectors of the

query (Q) and cluster sentences. Query-focused summarization can be thought as a question answering task where the query is the question

that expresses the user's information need and the summary is the answer. For example, the DUC2006's D0610A cluster is accompanied by

this query "What are the advantages and disadvantages of home schooling? Is the trend growing or declining?". In the context of this paper, the

Query Similarity (expression 6) is built on the SRL-ESA based similarity measure in Equation (4) with the Q and Si representing the query and

sentence i to be compared, respectively.

QSðQ,SiÞ¼ Simsrl�esaðQ,SiÞ ð6Þ

2. Title similarity (TS): Each cluster of the used experimental data (i.e., DUC2006) is provided with a title that summarizes the topic and concepts

discussed in its body. Related to this, one may deduce that semantically related sentences to the cluster title are good candidates for summary

inclusion. The TS feature is designed to capture this aspect of the association by computing the semantic relatedness between commonsense

Wikipedia concepts interpreted from cluster titles and sentences. Unlike cluster queries and sentences, titles mainly comprise of noun phrases

with no semantic frames and predicate verbs, e.g., steroid use among female athletes. For that reason, we computed the title similarity from

Wikipedia concepts without semantic parsing (i.e., semantic role labelling is not applied to cluster titles). The TS feature for sentence si is com-

puted as per expression (7), where T is the title, and SimesaðT,SiÞ is achieved with Equation (3).

TSðT,SiÞ¼ SimesaðT,SiÞ ð7Þ

TABLE 6 Sentence ranking features for the proposed semantic-based Qf-MDS.

Query-dependent features Query-independent features

Feature Notation Feature Notation

Query similarity QS Sentence centrality SC

Title similarity TS Position P

Query cosine similarity QCS Centroid C

Named entity overlap NEO Sentence length L

Query terms overlap QTO — —

MOHAMED ET AL. 11 of 20
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3. Query term overlap (QTO): This feature calculates the lexical overlap between cluster query and sentences. It is used as a contributing query-

relevance feature as well as a baseline feature with the objective of giving preference to cluster sentences with high lexical co-occurrence with

the user question (query). Assuming jQj to be the number of query words and jSij be the cardinality of the terms in the ith sentence, the QTO

feature can be computed as per Equation (8).

QTOðQ,SiÞ¼ jQ\Sij
ðjQ[SijÞ�ðjQ\SijÞ ð8Þ

4. Query cosine similarity: The query cosine similarity (QCS) feature is employed to compute the cosine similarity between the cluster query and

its sentences. It is also used to complement the QTO feature in developing a baseline summariser. If we assume Q
!

and Si
!

to be word vectors

of the cluster query and sentences, the QCS feature is formulated as per Equation (9):

QCSðQ,SiÞ¼
P

i¼1qi ∗ siffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i¼1q

2
i

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i¼1s

2
i

q ð9Þ

The notations si and qi in the above equation represent the the TF-IDF weights for words wis in the sentence and query in order.

5. Named entity overlap (NEO): A named-entity is a term used in NLP to refer to the proper names of real-world objects such as people, places,

organizations, and so forth. The named entity similarity between cluster queries and sentences is evaluated based on their overlap. Intuitively,

the existence of named entities in a user query suggests that its answer may be found in document sentences containing similar named enti-

ties. Therefore, we used the named entity overlap measure in Equation (10) to boost the similarity measures of queries and sentences sharing

lexically identical entities. The feature is built on the concept of Jaccard similarity measure, that is, if we let QE represent the named-entities in

query Q and SE be the set of named-entities present in sentence S, then the NEO feature can be quantified as per Equation (10).

NEOðQ,SiÞ¼QE\SE
QE[SE

ð10Þ

6.2.2 | Query-independent features

This category of features separately determines the importance of cluster sentences and includes the centrality, centroid, length and the position of

each sentence. The centrality and centroid features are used to capture the semantic coverage of a cluster sentence, as briefly defined below.

1. Sentence semantic content (SSC): It is widely acknowledged in related literature that the use of query-relevance as the only scoring feature can-

not produce the best summary to meet the information need of a typical user question (Canhasi & Kononenko, 2014). Two often interchange-

ably used features for addressing this shortfall in text summarization are the centrality and coverage (Mohamed & Oussalah, 2015). In this

work, we model the centrality feature using two parameters: SSC and Centroid. The SSC measure corresponds to the amount of semantic

information present in a given cluster sentence. Formally, the SSC score of a given sentence si (Equation 11) is computed by averaging the sim-

ilarity score between current and other cluster sentences without including sentences from the same document Di.

SSCðsiÞ¼ 1
jCj� jDij�1

X
sj � C�Di

Simðsi,sjÞ ð11Þ

In Equation (11), the jCj denotes the number of cluster sentences; jDij represents the number of sentences in the document from which the

current one (si) is taken; C�Di indicates the sentences in the cluster excluding those in document Di.

2. Centroid: This is the second sentence centrality component that we used in this work. It is an empirically determined set of words that can sta-

tistically represent a cluster of related documents about the same topic (Radev, 2004). In other words, the sentence centroid score, denoted as

CiðsiÞ, is computed by summing the centroid scores of individual words, Cwi
, in that sentence as formulated in expression (12).

CðsiÞ¼
X

Cwi , where Cwi ¼ TFwi ∗ IDFwi ð12Þ

3. Sentence length: The sentence length feature (LðsiÞ) is the number of words (jsij) in it. Most summarization datasets come with a requirement

that the generated summary should not exceed a given number of words. With such criteria, sentence length became an important feature.

12 of 20 MOHAMED ET AL.
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For example, if the generated summary contains short sentences, the conveyed information may be limited, undermining the summary quality.

On the other hand, with longer sentences, one will quickly reach the maximum permitted number of words. For that reason, we set a prefer-

ence for sentences whose lengths are up to 10 words only, to achieve a trade-off of maximum coverage in the summary.

LðsiÞ¼ jsij ð13Þ

4. Sentence position: The location of a sentence in a document is used to indicate its importance. This is particularly the case in the news domain

where documents are structured such that the start or end sentences convey some core important information. This work uses the position

feature as a sentence importance scoring feature since the used experimental dataset, the DUC2006, belongs to the news domain. The posi-

tion of a sentence (PðsiÞ) is formulated as the reciprocal of the cluster size (jCj). In this way, feature values are assigned in a decreasing order

with the first sentence receiving the highest score and with the last one getting the least score.

PðsiÞ¼ 1
jCj ð14Þ

6.3 | Sentence ranking and summary extraction

The principle aim and the heart of the proposed semantic diversity feature based query-focused summarization approach is to score and rank

cluster sentences for summary extraction. In other words, a composite scoring function (Equation 15) is first applied to rank sentences after which

they are re-ranked withMMR algorithm (see Section 4.2). The scoring function is designed so that the sentence score is calculated as a linear com-

bination of its weighted feature scores (cf. Table 6).

ScoreðsiÞ¼
Xn
j¼1

wfj ∗ fjðsiÞ ð15Þ

In the above equation, si shows the ith sentence, wfj denotes the weight associated with the sentence feature, fjðsiÞ, while n represents the number

of combined features. We have searched for the best feature weights by experimenting with various weight values from within a given range (see

Section 7.2).

Following the ranking of the cluster sentences as per Equation (15), we have applied the MMR algorithm underpinned with our SRL-ESA

based similarity measure to re-score and re-rank sentences for the purpose of preventing redundancy and achieving diversity in the produced

summary. In this work, we have used a slightly modified version of the MMR in order to improve summary diversity with enhanced semantic simi-

larity identification as per Equation (16). This is achieved by replacing Sim2 with two metrics: the similarity of each candidate summary sentence

(si) with already selected summary (Sum), and a penalty factor that prevents selecting sentences from documents that the algorithm already picked

from; fðsi,Di,SumÞ¼ 1
jDi j

P½si � Sum�.

SMMRðsiÞ¼ λScoreðsiÞ�ð1�λÞ½Simðsi,SumÞþ fðsi,Di,SumÞ� ð16Þ

where the ScoreðsiÞ is the accumulative sentence score computed as per Equation (15), and si represents sentence i previously included in the

summary Sum from document Di. The extracted summary sentences are finally organized according to the order they appeared in the source clus-

ter document.

7 | EXPERIMENTS

7.1 | Evaluation dataset and measures

To evaluate the proposed summarization system, we conducted experiments on a dataset constructed from the DUC2006 corpus (http://duc.

nist.gov/data.html), a standard human annotated dataset specifically created for the performance assessment of complex real-world user-oriented

multi-document summarization systems. The dataset contains 50 clusters of about 25 documents each along with user queries and corresponding

gold summaries with the objective of extracting a summary answer of about 250 words from each cluster. Table 7 provides a brief description of

the evaluation dataset. To quantify the performance of the proposed summarizer against baselines and related studies, we used the Recall Ori-

ented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation (ROUGE) (Lin, 2004), which is the most widely automated evaluation tool used in text summarization.

MOHAMED ET AL. 13 of 20
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Typically, ROUGE (Equation 17) determines the quality of auto-generated summaries by comparing their textual content to a human generated

reference summary and computing a group of ROUGE measures including ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-SU4.

ROUGE�N¼

P
S � Ref Summ,

P
gramn � S

CountmatchðgramnÞ
P

S � Ref Summ,

P
gramn � S

CountðgramnÞ ð17Þ

In the above equation, N represents the length of the n-gram (gramn), CountðgramnÞ corresponds to the number of n-grams (gramn) in the refer-

ence summary while CountmatchðgramnÞ denotes the maximum number of n-grams co-occurring in the auto-generated system summary and the

collection of reference summaries (RefSumm). A gramn refers to a chain of n words, for instance, a two-word sequence is called a bigram. In the

context of this paper, we will be using three selected ROUGE measures, namely ROUGE-N (N = 1, 2) and ROUGE-SU4. These measures were

empirically found to work well for query-focused summarization tasks (Lin, 2004)

7.2 | Empirical results and discussion

In the first step of competing information redundancy in document clusters, we have applied the iterative merging algorithm described in

Section 4.1 for the purpose of unifying related cluster documents into a single document while filtering out redundant sentences. This produced a

single document for each cluster in which all highly similar sentences are reduced to a single representative sentence. Figure 6 shows DUC2006

cluster sizes before and after merging. As shown, the original DUC2006 document cluster sizes range from about 160 sentences to over 1300.

One can also deduce from this illustration that larger document clusters contain more redundant information than the smaller document sets as

they constitute more sentences. The application of this similarity filtering algorithm to the dataset reduced its cluster sizes to remove redundancy,

while also speeding up subsequent data processing.

We run a statistical test (t-test) to check whether the merging process has significantly reduced the cluster sizes, hence substantially removing

redundancy and maintaining the diversity among summary sentences to be generated. The statistical test was based on the following hypothesis:

H0 : μa�μb > ¼0; HA : μa�μb <0; where μb and μa respectively show the mean cluster sizes before and after merging. Using 95% confidence inter-

val, we found evidence that the merging and redundancy removal algorithm has significantly reduced the document cluster sizes (tð49Þ¼�10:88,

p<0:0001) thereby removing information repetition and maintaining diversity in summaries, which is one primary challenge with multi-document

summarization.

Next, we conducted a set of experiments to extract cluster summaries, truncated to 250 words, using various sentence scoring feature combi-

nations. We tested the performances of the aggregated features in terms of the three used ROUGE measures (ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-

SU4) and their results are given in Table 8. Notably, all combinations of the sentence scoring methods include the query (QS) and title

(TS) similarity features both which are built on developed SRL-ESA similarity measures. The fact that the aggregate of the two features achieves

almost the same performance as all the combined scoring methods, indicates that Wikipedia concepts translated from the same semantic argu-

ments effectively capture the sentence similarity. In this initial experiment, all features are linearly combined without applying any weighting

mechanism. Best results among these unweighted feature combinations are bold-highlighted in Table 8. For comparison purposes, we have also

designed a simple baseline summarizer that uses two query-dependent features, namely, QCS and QTO. The ROUGE results of this baseline sum-

marizer are also given at the end of the same table. Please note that all results are rounded to three significant figures.

TABLE 7 Statistical description of the experimental dataset, DUC2006.

Statistic Values (s)

Data source AQUAINT

Numer of clusters 50 clusters

Number of documents per cluster 25 documents

Length of summaries 250 words

Cluster size range in sentences 165 to 1349 sentences

Average cluster size in sentences 717 sentences

Cluster size range in words 4312 to 23,285 words

Average cluster size in words 13,442 words

Summarization task Query-oriented / Complex QA

14 of 20 MOHAMED ET AL.
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In addition, we examined the impact of weighting the sentence scoring features on the effectiveness of the similarity measures and the over-

all summarizer. To this end, we iteratively searched and obtained optimum weight values for all scoring features in a specified interval of [1-5]‡.

The feature weighting coefficients were semi-manually optimized to maximize the ROUGE recall scores for the three measures on the DUC2006

dataset by comparing human created and auto-produced system summaries. Tables 9–11 provide the summarizer's overall performance results

for the selected three ROUGE measures based on the combination of weighted features. The "Average" column represents the mean ROUGE

scores, while "Best" and "Worst" correspond to best and worst recorded scores of the respective measure. Overall, the results in the tables show

that weighing features slightly improves the performance of the proposed summarizer compared to the systems based on unweighted features

(see Table 8).

Notably, there is a considerable variation in performance among the different dataset clusters, which shows that some cluster summaries gen-

erated by the proposed system have more content overlap with the human summaries (cf. "Best") than others (cf. "Worst"). The columm, denoted

by "Diff." in the table shows that approximate average deviations between best and worst performing document clusters are 13%, 8%, 9% for the

ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-SU4 measures in order. The differences in performance among the cluster summaries can be primarily attrib-

uted to the large document sizes (i.e., number of sentences) of the merged related document sets. It could also be due to the high compression

rates needed to summarize such large sentence pools to a few summary sentences. As previously mentioned, the DUC2006 dataset contains doc-

ument sets ranging from 160 to just over 1300 sentences. Intuitively, one would expect a better content match in a summary selected from the

160-sentence cluster as compared to one taken from 1300-sentence cluster.

7.2.1 | Comparison with baselines and related works

To further investigate the performance of the semantic diversity feature based query-focused summarization system, we carried out a perfor-

mance comparison with a range of relevant baselines and related state-of-the-art published works. These comparators include our own baseline,

F IGURE 6 DUC2006 cluster sizes (no of sentences) before and after merging.

TABLE 8 Comparing results of the proposed semantic diversity feature based query-focused summarizer using different unweighted feature
combinations: average recall of the three selected ROUGE measures at 95% confidence interval.

QS TS L SC NEO C P QCS QTO ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4

✓ ✓ ✓ 0.410 0.089 0.148

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.412 0.093 0.150

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.413 0.091 0.149

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.413 0.090 0.148

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.413 0.090 0.148

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.417 0.092 0.115

✓ ✓ 0.358 0.056 0.117
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the average score of all DUC2006 participating systems, the highest ranked pertinent DUC2006 system, and several other benchmark methods,

all tested on the same dataset (DUC2006) as other compared benchmark methods. This performance comparison of the semantic diversity feature

based summarizer and other methods is given in Table 12. The related studies used to compare our results were selected based on their methodo-

logical similarities to our work (e.g., sentence scoring features, use of semantic methods, diversity consideration, etc.) and provided the same eval-

uation dataset (DUC2006) was used as well. The ROUGE scores presented in the table are average recall values at 95% confidence interval and

the ranking of each comparator is denoted by the number in parenthesis following its ROUGE score. Below are brief descriptions of the used

benchmark methods and related studies.

TABLE 9 ROUGE-1 results of the proposed semantic diversity feature based query-focused summarisation using weighed features: average
measure scores at 95% confidence interval.

Measure Average Best Worst Diff.

Recall 0.4182 0.5035 0.3551 0.1484

Precision 0.3865 0.4488 0.3261 0.1227

F-measure 0.4014 0.4671 0.3404 0.1267

TABLE 10 ROUGE-2 results of the proposed semantic diversity feature based query-focused summarisation using weighed features: average
measure scores at 95% confidence interval.

Measure Average Best Worst Diff.

Recall 0.092 0.1331 0.0474 0.0857

Precision 0.0854 0.1227 0.0454 0.0773

F-measure 0.0885 0.1277 0.0464 0.0813

TABLE 11 ROUGE-SU4 results of the proposed semantic diversity feature based query-focused summarisation using weighed features:
average measure scores at 95% confidence interval.

Measure Average Best Worst Diff.

Recall 0.1519 0.2083 0.1089 0.0994

Precision 0.1404 0.1788 0.098 0.0808

F-measure 0.1458 0.1925 0.1032 0.0893

TABLE 12 Comparison of our summarizer's ROUGE results with baseline methods and related works–all figures are rounded to three
significant figures.

Summarizer ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4

Baseline 0.358 (10) 0.056 (10) 0.117 (9)

AVG-DUC2006 0.3795 (9) 0.075 (8) 0.132 (8)

Best DUC2006 (Jagarlamudi et al., 2006) 0.380 (8) 0.095 (2) 0.155 (2)

Regression (Ouyang et al., 2011) — 0.093 (3) 0.149 (4)

wAASum (Canhasi & Kononenko, 2014) 0.424 (1) 0.092 (4) 0.167 (1)

RDRP_AP (Cai & Li, 2012) 0.396 (7) 0.090 (5) 0.139 (7)

PRCN (Luo et al., 2013) 0.409 (4) 0.092 (4) 0.144 (6)

MCLR (Alguliev et al., 2012) 0.398 (6) 0.085 (7) —

EBSS (Bidoki et al., 2020) 0.405 (5) 0.113 (1) —

CAiRE-COVID (Su et al., 2020) 0.345 (11) 0.065 (9) 0.112 (10)

SbQf-HypSum (Mohamed & Oussalah, 2015) 0.412 (3) 0.088 (6) 0.147 (5)

SDbQfSum 0.418 (2) 0.092 (4) 0.152 (3)
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1. Baseline is the baseline summarizer we implemented using two query-dependent features, namely Query Cosine Similarity (QCS) and Query

Term Overlap (QTO) as in Equations (9) and (8) respectively.

2. Best DUC2006 is the best participating system in DUC2006 query-focused summarization competition (Jagarlamudi et al., 2006). The sum-

marizer uses two features, a query-dependent and a query-independent sentence importance feature, to score each sentence for summary

inclusion

3. Regression is a query-based text summarization approach built on regression models (Ouyang et al., 2011). Specifically, the authors used sup-

port vector regression to score and identify important query-relevant sentences using a set of features including word, semantic and named

entity overlap

4. wAASum is a system built on the concept of matrix factorization and weighted archetypal analysis to generate summaries that meet user

information needs represented in the form of a query (Canhasi & Kononenko, 2014). In particular, a three-element graph representation con-

sisting of documents, sentences, and words is used to model the summarizer.

5. RDRP_AP is a query-focused summarization model based on manifold-ranking and improved with mutual reinforcement between sentences

and theme clusters (Cai & Li, 2012). In this approach, the summarization is achieved by building a weighted graph of cluster sentences and

queries.

6. PRCN is a query-oriented summarization method that simultaneously optimises query-relevance, topic coverage and information novelty

(Luo et al., 2013). The resulting method called Probabilistic-modeling Relevance, Coverage, and Novelty (PRCN) ranks sentences for summary

inclusion based on features that represent the three aforementioned factors.

7. MCLR is a multi-document summarization framework developed with the objective of concurrently optimising the coverage and redundancy

(Alguliev et al., 2012). The system is modelled by aggregating weighted content coverage and redundancy features in order to produce non-

redundant and central summary sentences.

8. EBSS is a semantic-based multi-document summarization system constructed on the combination of statistical, graph-based, and machine

learning methods while also using word vectors for semantic representation (Bidoki et al., 2020). In addition, the authors claimed their pro-

posal to be language independent as well.

9. CAiRE-COVID is a question answering (QA) and multi-document summarization system developed in participation of Kaggle COVID-19 Open

Research Dataset Challenge§. The proposal's main aim is to retrieve highly relevant answers from the numerous recent research publications

on COVID-19 and summarizing the returned question related answers. It won one of the 10 tasks of the relevant Kaggle challenge.

10. SbQf-HypSum is a hybrid summarization system built on WordNet Taxonomy, and enriched with Categorial Variation Database (CatVar) and

Morphosemantic Links to improve query similarity and intra-sentences similarities (Mohamed & Oussalah, 2015). It also incorporates

Wikipedia-based Normalized Google Distance algorithm to account for named entity semantic relatedness.

11. SDbQfSum is the semantic diversity feature based query-focused summarization system proposed in this work.

Table 12 provides the comparison of the ROUGE results between the proposed summarizer and those of benchmark methods and related

state-of-the-art (SoA) query-focused summarization approaches. We can observe that this summarizer outperforms most SoA comparators with

the exception of a few summarization systems such as the work of Canhasi et al. (2014), Ouyang et al. (2011), and Bidoki et al. (2020) which

slightly exceeded our performance in one or two ROUGE measures. The gap in values between the different ROUGE measures, as in Table 12, is

due to the disparities in content overlap between the auto-generated and system summaries as captured in these metrics. For example, ROUGE-2

measures the ratio of the number of 2-grams (two-word sequences) in the reference summary that is also extracted as part of the system sum-

mary while ROUGE–1 computes the matching 1-grams (single words). For that reason, the ROUGE-2 scores reported in Table 12 are consistently

and significantly lower than the corresponding ROUGE–1 values because there are less bigrams present in both the extracted and the reference

summaries compared to the corresponding unigram overlaps. Of the comparators in Table 12, the most closely related ones in terms of implemen-

tation, considered factors, features, and information source include (Luo et al., 2013; Ouyang et al., 2011). For instance, Luo et al. (2013) exploit

similar factors considered in our work, for example, coverage, relevance, and diversity; all modelled using very closely related features. Although,

our approach seems to be under performing against one or two comparators in some ROUGE measures rank-wise, the actual differences in per-

formance are not significant. For example, the difference between the best ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-SU4 scoring system (Canhasi &

Kononenko, 2014) and ours are actually 0.006 and 0.015 respectively while that of the best performing ROUGE-2 (Jagarlamudi et al., 2006)

is 0.021.

Figure 7 includes visual illustration of the comparative evaluation presented in Table 12, but shifted by the baseline scores to improve read-

ability and clarity of their differences. The negative ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-SU4 values of the CAiRE-COVID (Su et al., 2020) indicate that these

scores are below the corresponding baseline values. We think that the better performing systems benefit from various factors including the level

of implementation, supervision, and granularity of the used text content, as compared to our unsupervised algorithmically simpler approach. For

example, the slightly superior work of Canhasi et al. (2014) in ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-SU4 are based on methodologically more complex algebraic

methods (e.g., clustering and matrix factorization) and a multi-layered graph representations. They also benefit from the detailed granularity where

they use separate but interlinked term, sentence and document similarity graphs thus using more extended semantic information. Other
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competitive methods in ROUGE-2 (Bidoki et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2011) are built on supervised approaches that learn and utilize human anno-

tated dataset which gives them an advantage over the unsupervised model in this work. Overall, the use of feature-based scoring functions

underpinned by effective semantic representation techniques and Wikipedia's rich conceptual commonsense knowledge achieved considerable

improvements even though our results are outperformed by one or two state-of-the-art related works.

8 | SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We presented a summarization framework for extracting a real-world complex answer summary from a set of related documents. The proposal is

built on the principle of extracting a meaningful sentence importance and query-relevance features, which capture the underlying semantic struc-

ture beyond the lexical meaning. Extracted features are then used to model the relevance, centrality, and diversity of sentences with the final

objective of scoring, ranking, and extracting a few cluster representative sentences as a summary. Scored sentences are then re-ranked using

MMRalgorithm with the aim of preventing redundancy and achieving diversity in the produced summary. We have carried out a set of evaluation

experiments starting with the application of a custom cluster merging algorithm for reducing the amount of overlapping arising from the large set

of documents assigned to the same topic. A statistical test has shown that the reduction achieved with the merging algorithm significantly reduces

the information redundancy while maintaining topic diversity across documents. We have also looked at the effect of weighing sentence impor-

tance and relevance features and found that weighting sentence features yields a slightly better performance compared to aggregated

unweighted features. To further consolidate our evaluation, we compared our results with a range of other published works on the task of query-

focused summarization based on the same dataset. Through this empirical evaluation, we found that the proposed summarization improves the

quality of extracted summaries in one or more ROUGE measures as compared to almost all other related state-of-the-art summarization systems.

In the future, we will investigate extending this work by employing neural-based algorithms in order to more effectively analyse the impor-

tance of sentence features and extract additional text semantic information. We also intend to apply the proposed semantic representation tech-

niques and features to the task of product and service review summarization.
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ENDNOTES

* http://barbar.cs.lth.se:8081/parse
† http://lucene.apache.org.
‡ Best feature weights were determined as 5.0, 3.0, 5.0, 2.0, 1.0, 1.5, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0 for QS, TS, SC, NEO, P, C, QCS, QTO and L respectively, as tuned from

numbers in the interval between 1 and 5.
§ https://www.kaggle.com/allen-institute-for-ai/CORD-19-research-challenge
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